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Collection Committee Meeting 
Saturday, November 10, 2018 

Meeting Notes 

 

In attendance:  
On site: Carl Minning Chairperson, Blair Tom, Laine Snyder 

Agenda Topic 
CM, BT, and LS considered how to address concerns by non-board volunteer committee members 
surrounding compliance with the ZMA’s Ethics and Collection Management Policies. Of particular 
concern is the disclosure of personal collecting when that collecting aligns with museum collection 
activities.  

The Topic in Context 

§ Concerns regarding compliance with policies was first raised by collector Mark Bassett (MB), 
then by Frank Norman (FN) August 2018 when they agreed to be part of the committee, 
where given the policies, and asked to sign confidentiality agreements. (MB and FN are on the 
committee as the direct result of a meeting held with select Potter Lover members including 
MB and FN, and ZMA representatives Chad Brown, Carl Minning, and Laine Snyder in July 
2018.) 

§ This topic was added to the September 29, 2018 Collection Meeting. This is an excerpt from 
the discussion and documented in the Collection Committee minutes… 

§ L Snyder provided an overview of the issue, research findings from other museums, 
and recommended that the ZMA not change the current Collection Management 
and Ethics Policy.  

§ Relevant ZMA policy sections under discussion: Collection Management 
Policy: Section 7 Deaccession, C. Ethics and Ethics Policy: Section 3 Board, 
Director, Staff, Volunteers, 4 Volunteers, B. Personal Collecting, C. Art Dealing 

§ Policies from the Cleveland Museum of Art, Dayton Art Institute, and 
Columbus Museum of Art parallel ours.  

§ Recommendations from all three institutions suggest the ZMA continue to 
follow AAM guidelines and adhere to our guidelines and policies.  

 
§ P Katrich and F Norman expressed concerns about the policy and their personal 

collecting, suggesting a “grey area” in the policies exists, and that the policies need 
further clarification. 

§ L Snyder recommended a subcommittee be formed to develop guidelines. C 
Minning, F Norman, and P Katrich volunteered to join the subcommittee. Additional 
disinterested parties are needed on the committee to ensure the interests of the 
museum are primary.  
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§ L Snyder will reach out to additional members of the committee and establish the 
subcommittee in November 2018. 

§ In the interim, committee members are asked to follow the spirit of the policy. 
 
Post-Discussion Actions Steps 

1. Clarify both the Ethics and Collection Management Policy by adding language “volunteer 
committee members…” See original policy and revised policy language below. 
  

2. Draft a Collection Plan 2019–2020 
 

3. LS to draft language for a statement to share with new 2018 non-board Collection Committee 
volunteers P. Katrich, F Norman, and M Bassett after the Janaury 2019 Board of Directors 
Meeting. 

§ Collection Committee and Executive Committee (acting on behalf of the full ZMA 
board) agree that all constituents acting on behalf of the ZMA (staff, board, and 
volunteer committee members) should follow the spirit of the ZMA’s Revised Ethics 
and Collection Management policies.   

§ Should volunteers be unable to follow the spirit of the policies….we will be reaching 
out to them as collection advisors (LS will continue to their advise when 
appropriate)…the ZMA values their unique expertise…validate their knowledge…their 
input may inform collection committee accession and deaccession discussions of the 
ZMA’s American Art Pottery collection… 

§ The ZMA Board…compliance with AAM best standards and practices… to maintain the 
spirit of both policies… 
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Collection Management Policy: Section 7 Deaccession, C. Ethics 
C. Ethics 

Original 
1. The Director in consultation with the Board of Directors establishes ZMA policy 

regarding ethical standards. The ZMA adheres to the AAM’s Best Standards and 
Practices, Code of Ethics for Museums, and in order to preclude any conflict of 
interest, the museum and its staff follow AAM’s Professional Practices for Art 
Museum Curators and A Code of Ethics for Curators.i (Appendices S,T,U) 
 
Revised copy highlighted: 
The Director in consultation with the Board of Directors establishes ZMA policy 
regarding ethical standards. The ZMA adheres to the AAM’s Best Standards and 
Practices, Code of Ethics for Museums, and in order to preclude any conflict of 
interest, the museum, its staff, Board of Directors, and volunteer Committee 
members follow AAM’s Professional Practices for Art Museum Curators and A 
Code of Ethics for Curators.ii 
 
Original 

2. Private collecting of works of art by the Director and by other members of the 
museum staff is entirely appropriate. However, no private collecting by the 
Director, museum staff, or the ZMA Board of Directors directly or indirectly 
involved with the museum’s own collecting program can be permitted if such 
activity conflicts in any way with the collecting interests of the museum.  

a) The ZMA must have the opportunity to acquire for its own collection 
any work of art purchased by or offered to the Director or any 
member of the museum staff directly or indirectly involved with the 
museum’s collecting program. When prompt action must be taken to 
secure a work before it can be considered by the museum, the work 
in question must be offered for the museum’s consideration at the 
earliest opportunity by the staff member who has acquired it. The 
terms of the museum’s acquisition of any such work must be at least 
as favorable to the interests of the museum as the terms on which the 
work was acquired by the Director or other staff member. Should the 
museum decide not to pursue acquiring the work, the staff member 
should receive written notification of the museum’s decision to pass 
on the work.  

b) Collecting ethics policy should be openly discussed with the Board of 
Directors and those staff involved with the museum’s collecting 
program.  
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c) Issues of conflict of interest should be reviewed annually. 
 

Revised copy highlighted: 
2. Private collecting of works of art by the Director, members of the museum 
staff, its Board of Directors, and volunteer committee members is entirely 
appropriate. However, no private collecting by the Director, museum staff, the 
ZMA Board of Directors, or volunteer committee members directly or indirectly 
involved with the museum’s own collecting program can be permitted if such 
activity conflicts in any way with the collecting interests of the museum.  

d) The ZMA must have the opportunity to acquire for its own collection 
any work of art purchased by or offered to the Director or any 
member of the museum staff directly or indirectly involved with the 
museum’s collecting program. When prompt action must be taken to 
secure a work before it can be considered by the museum, the work 
in question must be offered for the museum’s consideration at the 
earliest opportunity by the staff member who has acquired it. The 
terms of the museum’s acquisition of any such work must be at least 
as favorable to the interests of the museum as the terms on which the 
work was acquired by the Director or other staff member. Should the 
museum decide not to pursue acquiring the work, the staff member 
should receive written notification of the museum’s decision to pass 
on the work will be provided to the purchaser. 
 
 

3. Brokering in art is prohibited by any museum staff, its Board of Directors, or 
volunteer committee members.  

 
 

Ethics Policy: Section 3 Board, Director, Staff, Volunteers 

Original 
Board members may serve on the board of more than one art museum or comparable 
institution, but under no circumstances should Board members allow a conflict of interest to 
affect their judgment.  
 
 
Revised copy highlighted: 
Board and volunteer committee members may serve on the board of more than one art museum or 
comparable institution, but under no circumstances should Board members they allow a conflict of 
interest to affect their judgment.  
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Ethics Policy: Section 4 Volunteers, B. Personal Collecting, C. Art Dealing  

Original 
B.  Personal Collecting 
 Personal art collecting is encouraged subject to the following guidelines: 

1. Extreme discretion is required whenever a staff or Board member collects 
objects similar to those collected by the museum.  If a staff or Board member 
wishes to acquire an object similar to those collected by the museum, the 
Collection Committee must first be notified and offered the right to acquire the 
object for the museum’s collection. 

2. Art objects that are bequests or genuine personal gifts shall be exempt from 
the museum’s right to acquire.  

3. No one shall buy from, sell to, or trade works of art with the museum except 
as authorized in writing from the Board.  

4. No employee may use his/her museum affiliation to promote personal or an 
associate’s personal collecting activities.  
 

Revised copy highlighted: 
B.  Personal Collecting 
 Personal art collecting is encouraged subject to the following guidelines: 

1. Extreme discretion is required whenever a staff, Board member, or volunteer 
committee member collects objects similar to those collected by the museum.  
If a staff member, Board member, or volunteer committee member wishes to 
acquire an object similar to those collected by the museum, the Director and 
Collection Committee must first be notified and offered the right to acquire the 
object for the museum’s collection. 

2. Art objects that are bequests or genuine personal gifts shall be exempt from 
the museum’s right to acquire.  

3. No one shall buy from, sell to, or trade works of art with the museum except 
as authorized in writing from the Board.  

4. No employee, Board member, or volunteer committee member may use 
his/her museum affiliation to promote personal or an associate’s personal 
collecting activities.  
 

 
 

                                                


